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ABSTRACT
This study examines the role of the non-profit organization SouthEast Regional Advisory Council (SETRAC) in capacity-building among healthcare institutions in the largest medical center in the world in the Houston, Texas region. Specifically, using conceptual resilience model accessed by organizations as they respond to crisis or disruption, we assess the linking dimension of SETRAC in healthcare delivery during COVID-19 concurrent disasters through supporting and coordinating services to healthcare institutions amid the pandemic. Specifically, the assessment comprises two critical events in the region concurrent to the COVID-19 pandemic – Hurricane Laura in fall 2020 and Winter Storm Uri in spring 2021. Our inquiry adopts the classical content analysis suitable for analyzing large textual data of 802 open-ended after-action report (AAR) surveys conducted among healthcare system entities in the region of which 403 collected post Hurricane Laura and 399 AARs collected after the Winter Storm Uri. Our findings center on discussion of three categories of capabilities: (a) established capabilities; (b) developing capabilities; and (c) unmet capabilities. The purpose of the study is to illuminate the role of a non-profit coalition in enhancing and sustaining a decentralized network of healthcare providers in the management of increasingly complex and compounded disasters and to identify best practices for coordination and collaboration across a range of concurrent hazards and threats.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The COVID-19 pandemic constitutes a paradigm shift in the approach to hazards and threats especially within the traditional cycle of emergency management. Specifically, natural hazard-triggered crises or threat-triggered crises tend to be characterized by distinct geographic locations, have clearly defined duration, and tend to fall within specific phases of response and recovery activities. Meanwhile, the protracted nature of the pandemic and its persistence, as well as its global dispersion present unique challenges to emergency management and require adaptations beyond accepted norms and existing structures [1]. Consequently, in healthcare and public health sectors, systems have had to perform under longitudinal stress [2]. Moreover, it has been difficult to discern concrete phases of response and recovery because of inherent uncertainty of the pandemic crisis, potential multiple waves as well as emerging new strands of the virus such as the UK, New York, Brazil, and Indian variants [3], all making the trajectory of the disaster quite non-linear. Indeed, “Transitioning from pandemic response to recovery in a spiral fashion: there is a high probability of the second and even the third wave of a pandemic if there is no vaccine or immunization, each new wave pushing the disaster risk reduction cycle from the recovery back to response phase” [1, p. 3]. Concurrently, the pandemic has ushered second and third-order harms affecting many sectors of the economy and society [4]. Most critically, the temporal persistence of the pandemic has created an opportunity for multiple intersections with cyclical weather events such as storms, earthquakes, wildfires, or other concurrent or systemic crises thus
compounding the complexity of required disaster management practices [2]. Markedly, meteorological hazards such as droughts or floods or geophysical hazards such as earthquakes occur commonly and cause disasters every year worldwide [5]. Admittedly, in 2020 more than 70 countries registered flood events coinciding with COVID-19 cases present in those countries [6]. The phenomenon of the overlap and compounding of one crisis with another has been referred to in research as concurrent crises [7] while others might refer to it as multi-hazard crises [8].

One of the earliest concurrent crises studied during COVID-19 was 5.3 Richter scale magnitude earthquake in the capital of Croatia, Zagreb [9]. The compounding disaster happened within the first month of COVID-19 response in the city causing structural damages to include critical hospital infrastructure. The affected zone comprised 199 health facility buildings, to include 42 healthcare centers, 115 hospitals and clinics, 20 health institutes and 22 pharmacies. Of those, 39 suffered moderate damage and eight were heavily damaged [10]. Consequently, hospital evacuations were necessary to include those from COVID-19 designated hospitals, which at that time provided care to 22 COVID-19 patients, the majority of whom were treated in the intensive care unit [9]. The earthquake response stressed already overextended healthcare workers, caregivers and other staff exposed to the infected and sick, placing them at a much higher risk. It is noteworthy that Croatia was under lockdown procedures at the time of the earthquake. Thus, mobilizing special damage assessment teams was difficult as many volunteer engineers living outside of Zagreb could not be mobilized for days [11]. Meanwhile dozens of residential homes were destroyed, and hundreds of individuals sought temporary housing. There were reports of 15,000 to 20,000 people moving out of the downtown area and a shelter created at a student dormitory housed approximately 500 displaced [10]. Even though the impact of the concurrent crisis was relatively localized and even though the authorities attempted to strictly enforce lockdown measures to prevent human social congregate behavior post disaster, infection rates within the incubation period after the earthquake revealed upward trends that could be attributed to temporary breakdown of social distancing practices [7]. Indeed researchers [10] concurred that in the initial hours post disaster hundreds of individuals were in the streets despite required lockdowns.

Crisis concurrent to COVID-19 have been especially devastating to nations with rapid spread of COVID-19 such as Bangladesh because of (a) population density; (b) limited healthcare facilities; (c) sheltering camps housing more than a million refugees from Myanmar; and (d) migratory labor population traffic from COVID-19 affected countries; those factors contributed to the pandemic itself becoming a humanitarian crisis on an unprecedented scale [12]. Thus, the advent in May of 2020 of Cyclone Amphan, the most powerful cyclone in the region for two decades, represented in its timing, a threat to cyclone shelters that could become potential hotbeds of the spread of COVID-19. In Bangladesh cyclone shelters, community buildings, and schools conventionally used as evacuation centers during cyclonic activity, had at the time functioned as quarantine facilities and many served for quarantine processes of immigrant populations. The concurrent crises created a perfect storm of compatibility of two missions – that of sheltering vulnerable populations from the cyclone and that of protecting the public from COVID-19. According to research [3], international shelter space standards require 3.5 m² per individual; however, social distancing elevates that space to about 6 m² during a pandemic reducing overall sheltering capacity by 50%. This reduces the capacity of any existing evacuation center to almost 50%. Ultimately, in Bangladesh, rapid, ad hoc risk assessments were conducted and allowed for triaging shelters into half occupancy in areas of severe risk and full occupancy in those at a less serious risk of infection [13]. Overall, 12,078 cyclone shelters with 2.4 million evacuees
were established in Bangladesh coastal areas affected by Amphan [14]. The unprecedented mobilization by humanitarian and governmental organizations admittedly limited deaths from the cyclone to 80, thus achieving the first mission. This included sheltering “in the densely crowded camps in Cox’ Bazar, which shelter some 900,000 Rohingya refugees” [15, p. 1]. However, COVID-19 cases spiked in Amphan-affected regions underscoring challenges of weighing and prioritizing risks from concurrent disasters [16]. Indeed, based on accounts of community-based women’s organization in Bangladesh called Prerona and whose members were supporting cyclone shelters’ efforts “maintaining physical distancing was a major challenge in a densely occupied shelter. There were around 100–120 people sheltered in 5–7 rooms. In one cyclone shelter around 15–20 people stayed in one room, with 4–5 families who knew each other very well not wanting to be separated” [14, para. 9].

Beyond emerging research on concurrent crises in international contexts, US researchers stress the need to study compound crises because “for a long time, researchers and policy makers often treated disasters ‘as though they were discrete events’” Peek said. “Our moment is obviously teaching us how important it is to think about people and systems when there are multiple disasters that are unfolding simultaneously” [17, para. 31]. Clearly, operational environments in contexts of multi-hazard scenarios are characterized by unique stressors that test the overall resiliency of response systems. For example, in context of COVID-19 and social distancing, intersecting hazards that necessitate implementation of evacuation procedures require adaptations from conventional models to dispersed evacuations or generation of alternative non-congregate sheltering arrangements such as hotels. Thus, because concurrent crises represent unique opportunities for researchers to study response systems pushed beyond their conventional capabilities and activities, the purpose of this study is to assess healthcare and public health system capabilities and challenges encountered during COVID-19 response at the intersection of two COVID-19 concurrent crises (fall 2020 and spring 2021) occurring in Texas and affecting the largest medical complex in the world. The Hurricane Laura that hit the US Gulf Coast in August 2020 was the strongest US storm on record in 2020, landing as category 4 with winds of 241 km/h (150 mph) [18]. While its most catastrophic impact was recorded in Louisiana where Hurricane Laura’s intensity was the strongest storm recorded since 1851, Texas counties of Jefferson, Orange, Hardin, Tyler, Jasper, and Newton suffered significant damages [19]; moreover, Hurricane Laura caused 186,000 power outages in the state [20] and prompted evacuations of at least half million residents in Texas and Louisiana before the landfall. For example, Galveston County, Texas ordered mandatory evacuations of low-lying areas [21]; after the storm at least 5,000 individuals were in Texas shelters [22]. Whereas hurricanes represent a cyclical occurrence in Texas, the second concurrent COVID-19 crisis, Winter Storm Uri in February 2021 brought catastrophic freezing temperatures not recorded in the state since 1899 [23]. Winter Storm Uri left approximately 10 million Texans without power for several days causing near collapse of the independent Texas power grid, mass relocations, people seeking shelter at warming stations, and catastrophic damages to residential utilities’ infrastructure due to lack of winterization. The so called “ice-pocalypse” claimed lives of at least 111 people due to low temperatures or carbon monoxide poisoning [24]. Both COVID-19 concurrent crises stressed already overextended capabilities of healthcare systems and thus constitute appropriate grounding for the current study.

2 HEALTHCARE COALITIONS

When assessing crisis management in the healthcare system in the United States, it is important to note that traditionally the system is ill-equipped to manage disaster preparedness and response. This is due to its dispersed, decentralized nature of various types of healthcare
facilities, operating mostly at their daily capacities, and mostly in private sector. Conversely, crisis preparedness and response has been associated with management by public agencies at local, state, and federal levels [25]. Case in point, the American Hospital Association listed 6,090 hospitals operating in 2021 of which more than half (2,946) were non-for-profit, non-governmental community hospitals, 1,233 investor-owned (private) community hospitals [26]. Others fell under local, state, and federal government oversight. Those numbers do not include all other types of institutions that vary in type, funding, ownership, and size such as long-term care facilities for example. In such a landscape, the concept of healthcare coalitions (HCCs) defined as “a formal collaboration among hospitals, public health departments, emergency management and response agencies, and possibly other types of healthcare entities in a community that are organized to prepare for and respond to mass casualty and catastrophic health events” [25, para. 18] has been gaining in popularity, relevance, and governmental support. Clearly, HCCs inherently can build a more resilient community by bringing together the dispersed healthcare community, emergency management organizations, public health officials, first responder agencies, and elected jurisdictional officials to participate in joint trainings and exercises, which in turn results in a more coordinated and cohesive response. In current practice, the US Department Health and Human Service (DHHS) Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response (ASPR), a position created under the Pandemic and All Hazards Preparedness Act post-Katrina, provides federal funding to states to develop HCCs that focus on healthcare preparedness and response [26]. By 2020, “the HHS ASPR Hospital Preparedness Program (HPP) reported 85% of hospitals nationwide participate in HCCs along with 82% of local health departments, 56% of emergency management organizations, and 27% of emergency management services” [27, p. 3]. Even though researchers have recognized the value of coalitions in securing access to resources and political influence [28], [29], and even though the HCC concept appears to have been endorsed nationally, there is paucity of research focusing on healthcare coalitions for emergency management and healthcare resiliency-building specifically. Our study aims to bridge that gap by exploring the role of an HCC in Southeast Texas in building healthcare system resilience during COVID-19 concurrent crises.

The HCC concept of collaborative governance differs from models among countries with socialized medicine. During any disaster that would affect the health and medical area in a country with socialized medicine, the preparedness and response is the responsibility of the government. When a country has privatized medicine, the event or incident starts and ends at the local level, leaving the responsibility of preparedness and response to the individual facilities, cities, and counties. State and federal assistance are provided only when local resources have been or will be exceeded, and a formal request for assistance has been made by the Jurisdiction Having Authority (i.e., Mayor, Governor). Thus, instituting Regional Advisory Councils (RACs) and Medical Operation Centers (MOCs) as central coordination hubs of information, facility status, available resources, critical resource needs, and the singular collective voice for the individual organizations in the health and medical arena, provides a robust regional perspective of the critical healthcare needs and status and allows individual facilities the leverage needed to address these concerns.

During a disaster that affects the health and medical infrastructure in Southeast Texas, the Catastrophic Medical Operations Center (CMOC) is activated and staffed by the SouthEast Texas Regional Advisory Council (SETRAC), a non-profit organization. The Regional Healthcare Preparedness Coalition (RHPC) of which SETRAC is an example, serves as the governing body and adopts a representative form of governance. Due to the sheer size of the region, comparable to the size of Ireland with nearly twice the population, SETRAC divides the 25-county region into five corridors: North, South, East, West, and Downtown (Fig. 1).
The corridors are based on geographic locations and common risks and hazards. Each corridor has an elected official (Corridor Chair) who in turn represents the interests of all healthcare agencies in that corridor on the RHPC governing board. Each Corridor meets every other month to address preparedness or response-related issues. The RHPC Board provides the strategic vision and overall priorities of preparedness and response (trainings, regional plans, exercises) for the Corridors to implement at the local level. The CMOC serves as the resource and coordination hub for the 25-county area by (a) collecting/disseminating information; (b) planning for the next operational period from a regional perspective; (c) coordinating with other stakeholders outside of health and medical sectors; (d) providing resources; (e) anticipating resource needs; (f) providing logistical support; and (g) centralizing the coordination of patient movement and repatriation. An example of this was the COVID-19 response and the concurrent disasters within.

Figure 1: SETRAC regional coverage. Note: Yellow = West Corridor; Blue = South Corridor; Red = Downtown Corridor; Purple = East Corridor; and Green = North Corridor.

From March 2020 to July 2021 the CMOC was activated and staffed by SETRAC for COVID-19, Tropical Storm Beta, Hurricane Laura, civil protests in Houston, and Winter Storm Uri; each crisis presented unique sets of compounding challenges for the health and medical infrastructure of Southeast Texas. The role of SETRAC in the COVID-19 response was twofold: (a) monitoring healthcare capacity and building surge capability; and (b) distributing personal protective equipment (PPE) to healthcare agencies. Subsequently, SETRAC created a public PowerBI report which monitored COVID-19 hospitalization and bed capacity data. Daily each healthcare organization would complete a series of 137 questions eliciting data which would be corroborated by SETRAC and visualized on the public PowerBI COVID reports. Moreover, SETRAC was responsible for distributing PPEs throughout the SETRAC 25-county region to all healthcare organizations (to include dentists) through a “push pack” model. A push pack is a predesignated allotment of PPE based on the
facility type, size, and inventory that SETRAC had received from the State of Texas. Facilities or agencies then were given a three-day window to come and pick up the PPE (Fig. 2 shows PPE distributed as of 22 May 2021). Coincident to tracking healthcare capacity via data collection and visualization, as well as PPE distribution, COVID-19 concurrent disasters such as Hurricane Laura, and Winter Storm Uri required SETRAC to expand additional support to healthcare infrastructure. Conceptualizing the role of HCC as fostering healthcare system resilience, we adopt the concept of linking [30] under which social capital gets strengthened by vertical ties that allow access to information, knowledge, resources, and influence. This research focuses on two questions specifically: (a) What are the capabilities of SETRAC as an HCC that strengthened the overall regional healthcare system resiliency during COVID-19 concurrent crises? and (b) What are the SETRAC’s capabilities in need of strengthening during COVID-19 concurrent crises in order to make the regional healthcare system more resilient?

Figure 2: SETRAC PPE distribution chart. Note: Clinic/physician office includes dentists; First responders includes EMS, fire and law enforcement; Home care services includes home health, hospice, and personal care agencies; LTC includes assisted living, skilled nursing, intermediate care, community care retirement, and inpatient hospice; LTAC includes specialty hospitals, behavioral hospitals, long term acute rehabilitation; Hospitals include freestanding ERs and urgent care facilities; Jurisdictions include city, county and tribal.

3 METHODOLOGY AND ANALYSIS

A survey design was implemented to examine data from Hurricane Laura, and Winter Storm Uri in Southeast Texas. Surveys constitute the most used research design in healthcare epidemiology research because of the low-cost, convenience, and willingness of respondents to share information without interviewers’ present [31]. In tandem, an analysis of research methodology in health services found that qualitative methods are widely used and accepted in healthcare research [32]. Most recent COVID-19 study in Italy [33] adopted a survey design in healthcare as well. The methodology for collection comes as standard SETRAC. AAR institutional practice in that post-disaster or activation of the CMOC, all members of the healthcare coalition are sent an online link to answer questions about (a) individual facility strengths or weaknesses; (b) regional strengths or weaknesses; (c) the number of participating staff; (d) areas for improvement; (e) identification whether the facility utilized the CMOC when issues arose; and (f) name, Facility name, contact information, and Corridor. Even though overall, there were 16 open-ended questions on the Winter Storm Survey, and 14 on the Hurricane Laura Survey, our analysis focused on extraction of data from two items relevant to answering our research questions, namely (a) Identify areas of SETRAC strength in support to Hurricane Laura/Winter Storm Uri; and (b) Identify areas for improvement based on SETRAC support to Hurricane Laura/Winter Storm Uri.
Participation in AAR surveys is optional to all facilities; however, healthcare organizations that do participate are included in the SETRAC regional AAR. Notably, participation in a community based full-scale exercise and after-action conference is one of the Conditions of Participation a hospital must fulfill to maintain Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) compliance [34]. The process for completing the AAR is as follows: A disaster occurs or the CMOC is activated, once the CMOC is demobilized the AAR questionnaire is sent out to all health organizations and stakeholders with a completion deadline. Subsequently, results inform the After-Action Conference which is a 4 hour meeting for all respondents to clarify or discuss strengths, weaknesses, and areas for improvements. Individual corridor meetings follow to discuss any issues in greater detail as they pertain to that geographic region. After the After-Action Conference and Corridor Meetings the AAR is completed and posted to the SETRAC website for all members to download. This document compliments the organization specific AAR that each organization has the choice of completing.

This research evaluated the 403 survey responses from the Hurricane Laura and 399 survey responses from the Winter Storm Uri AAR questionnaires and separated the organizations based on Corridor (North, South, East, West, Downtown). In total SETRAC has 1,561 total active members receiving the instrument. The Hurricane Laura survey was completed between 10 September 2020 and 15 October 2020 (with two late submissions). The Winter Weather survey was completed between 22 February 2021 and 29 March 2021 (with three late submissions). Overall, the response rate for the Hurricane Laura survey was calculated at 25.6% and the response rate for the Winter Storm Uri survey at 25.8%; as typical return rates in healthcare survey studies is 20–30% [31], our data fall within accepted range and can be viewed as representative of the Coalition and reliable. Figs 3 and 4 offer a breakdown of healthcare organizations’ surveys collected for Hurricane Laura and Winter Storm Uri by agency type, respectively for each. Of the 403 responses from the Hurricane Laura survey 26 were in the North Corridor, 137 in the South Corridor, 66 in the East Corridor, 136 in the West, and 38 in the Downtown Corridor. Of the 399 Winter Storm Uri responses 26 responses were in the North Corridor, 126 were in the South Corridor, 50 in the East Corridor, 148 were in the West Corridor, and 49 in the Downtown Corridor.

![FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION BY FACILITY - LAURA](source: QDA Miner.)

Figure 3: Frequencies of Hurricane Laura survey responses by agency type. (Source: QDA Miner.)
Surveys, originally collected in Excel, were inputted into QDA Miner [35] – qualitative data analysis software – to enable classical constant comparison analysis [36], [37]. QDA Miner has been used for qualitative analyses both in disaster studies and healthcare [38]–[40] and it allows for categorization and codification of data into thematic units which in our study occurred a posteriori (identification and categorization of codes followed data-driven analysis and included assessing frequency, salience, distribution, and commonality among others). Further, the software offers functionality to split codes, rename codes, merge codes, subcategorize codes, all of which are effective means for ensuring consistency and integrity when managing a robust corpus of qualitative data. Data for each COVID-19 concurrent crisis were first categorized and coded independently from one another. This was aimed at eliminating potential transference effects; because the two events were triggered by two different hazards and two different levels of regional familiarity, we wanted to capture potential nuances. Once both cases were coded independently, we conducted cross-case evaluation for similarities and differences. Thus, the classical content analysis process was iterative and coordinated among research team members to ensure saturation and qualitative inter-rater reliability.

4 RESULTS

This study gauged participating healthcare organizations’ perceptions about SETRAC’s role in supporting organizational resiliency during two COVID-19 concurrent crises. In response to research question 1: What are the capabilities of SETRAC as an HCC that strengthened the overall regional healthcare system resiliency during COVID-19 concurrent crises, data analysis for survey responses from Hurricane Laura yielded eight final codes: (a) Communication; (b) Relationship links; (c) Accessibility; (d) Excellence; (e) Organization; (f) Reliability and knowledge; (g) Engagement; and (g) Resource management. Fig. 5 illustrates frequencies of codes across cases under analysis.
Because communication and resource codes had two highest frequencies, specific breakdown of their types represented is provided by Fig. 6 for communication types and Fig. 7 for resource types.

**COMMUNICATION TYPES - HURRICANE LAURA**

![Types of SETRAC communications during Hurricane Laura.](image)

Question 1 responses from Winter Storm Uri yielded eight final codes: (a) Communication; (b) Resource management; (c) Availability; (d) Training; (e) Reliability and knowledge; (f) Service orientation; (g) Relationship links; and (h) Organization. Fig. 8 illustrates frequencies of codes across cases under analysis.

Similarly, as communication and resource management were predominant, we offer more granular breakdown represented by Fig. 9 for communication types and Fig. 10 for resource types.
In response to research question 2: What are the SETRAC’s capabilities in need of strengthening during COVID-19 concurrent crises in order to make the regional healthcare system more resilient? Our analysis revealed six codes for Hurricane Laura as represented by Fig. 13: (a) Communications; (b) Identifying, securing, prepositioning resources; (c) Inclusivity and integration; (d) More training; (e) Evacuation preparedness; and (f) Technical improvements. For Winter Storm Uri we discerned the following five thematic categories: (a) Special resources; (b) Communications; (c) Patient transfers; (d) Inclement weather preparedness training; and (e) Inclusion summarized in Fig. 14.
Figure 9: Types of SETRAC communications during Winter Storm Uri. *(Source: QDA Miner.)*

Figure 10: Types of resources provided by SETRAC during Winter Storm Uri. *(Source: QDA Miner.)*
Figure 11: SETRAC strengths during Hurricane Laura recognized by agency type. (Source: QDA Miner.)

Figure 12: SETRAC strengths during Winter Storm Uri recognized by agency type. (Source: QDA Miner.)
Figure 13: Analysis results for SETRAC areas in need of improvement during Hurricane Laura. *(Source: QDA Miner.)*

Figure 14: Analysis results for SETRAC areas in need of improvement during Winter Storm Uri. *(Source: QDA Miner.)*

Finally, Figs 15 and 16 illustrate distribution of categories based on agency type for Hurricane Laura and Winter Storm Uri, respectively.

Figure 15: SETRAC’s areas for improvement during Hurricane Laura by agency type. *(Source: QDA Miner.)*
5 DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The results of our study point to SETRAC HCC as a formidable force for information sharing through Communications during COVID-19 concurrent crises. During Hurricane Laura, nearly 70% of respondents discussed the impact of communications on their ability to make disaster decisions. Among communication types, nearly half of the participating agencies (48.4%) stressed the value of constant emails with timely updates about the regional healthcare system situation prior to and during the storm; moreover, nearly quarter of the participants (22.6%) specifically stressed the enormous value of timely and credible weather reports (compiled for healthcare and based on National Weather Service (NWS) and other meteorological outlets). Continuous and reliable weather updates were critical because the path of the Hurricane Laura was constantly changing, and evacuation decisions were predicated based on the most realistic and probable landfall location; because of COVID-19, evacuation decisions were the issue of last resort for most healthcare agencies in the region. Thus, gauging the situational email updates that addressed among others COVID-19 area status as well as continuous weather tracking allowed for balanced approach to necessity of evacuation and measures/considerations during potential evacuation. In many surveys, participants stressed that they did not possess the capacity, nor the expertise to assess the situation on their own and they were already short-handed preparing themselves and patients for continuity of operations internally. Public media outlets were cited as highly unreliable for decisions in healthcare system as they lacked required strategic regional healthcare focus and specificity. Moreover, SETRAC’s continually updated emergency resource management platform, was instrumental for situational awareness about regional resources while multiple communication modes (emails, calls, website, conference, webinars, or narrated PowerPoints) were also listed as invaluable. Markedly, more than 10% of those surveyed stressed the value of SETRAC’s preparatory calls and alerts which provided a strategic
picture for expectations, operations, collaborative capacities, and potential challenges during the storm. Finally, regular conference calls held by SETRAC allowed for continuous engagement and keeping stock of the situation as it unfolded.

For Winter Storm Uri, nearly 70% of participating agencies selected SETRAC communications as the biggest asset to them during this COVID-19 concurrent crisis as well. Beyond email updates and weather notifications though, communication types represented slightly different anatomy; particularly, pre-event notifications and alerts were given more weight as critical during Winter Storm Uri. The proactive focus by SETRAC in this crisis is particularly noteworthy because of hazard novelty. Moreover, SETRAC particularly engaged in individual situational calls and needs’ assessments to gauge status of specific facilities – those were found critical by many because of the unprecedented nature of the crisis as well. In tandem, contact information and power outage information supplied by the coalition were listed as valuable. Communication differences, albeit subtle point to SETRAC’s ability as a governance model to adapt in chaotic systems (something that is very difficult for traditional and centralized bureaucratic structures).

Notably, SETRAC was instrumental in resource identification, management, and fair and equitable distribution. Indeed, Resource Management was the second most common category of disaster capacity created by SETRAC for healthcare system in the region. For Hurricane Laura, more than 85% of the healthcare entities confirmed dire need, request, and subsequent receipt of PPE by the coalition; PPE supplies were indeed critical during Hurricane Laura as the hurricane cooccurred at the tail end of the first phase of the pandemic. Moreover, when evacuations were necessary, SETRAC facilitated ambulance transfers and provided patient transport as indicated by those surveyed. Resource Management in Winter Storm Uri, second only to Communications, was discussed by nearly one-fifth of respondents (18%). Interestingly, during Winter Storm Uri less than half of respondents than in Hurricane Laura expressed dire need, requested, and receipt of PPE supplies; this is understandable as in mid-February of 2021 Texas was two months into mass vaccination process and supply needs were slowly being met (albeit that number was still at more than 40%). However, SETRAC was cited as absolutely critical to providing needed water supplies to many healthcare system entities that lost power and had catastrophic pipe breakage. Moreover, specialized resources such as food items, generators, blankets, safety equipment were also provided. Admittedly, needs and concerns during Winter Storm Uri were vastly different from those encountered during the hurricane.

Beyond communication and resource management, during Hurricane Laura SETRAC was credited with Reliability and Knowledge – this theme related to trust in all communications provided by the coalition and value of disaster management expertise at the local, state, and federal level that they possess and were able to share. Engagement and Training – was the category mentioned by more than 10% of those surveyed; inarguably, SETRAC’s regional engagement in disaster planning and preparedness to include joint trainings, conferences, and scenarios fostered capabilities such as presence of emergency plans, or general disaster awareness many agencies leveraged during the hurricane. Accessibility related to SETRAC’s access by phone, email, or conference call on moment’s notice – this was confirmed by nearly 10% of agencies as mission-critical. In nearly every case described under this theme, respondents expressed the value of getting a hold of coalition’s representative in the very middle of the crisis. Both Excellence and Organization themes expressed gratitude for leadership and high level of organization. Finally, a small cluster emerged among analysed responses that listed very specific Relationship Links created by SETRAC for participating agencies that were found valuable. It is quite significant that both home health and assisted living facilities were two categories of responders by whom all those themes were listed as
critical even though hospitals, hospices, nursing homes, and rehabilitation centres endorsed the majority of SETRAC-created resiliency capabilities as well, thus underscoring the coalition’s relevance as a resilience builder across a wide range of healthcare system entities.

Beyond Communication and Resource Management, during Winter Storm Uri several themes such as Reliability and Knowledge, Training, Organization, and Relationship Links speak to similar resiliency capabilities as those discussed during Hurricane Laura. Two dimensions, however, reveal a slightly different assessment of SETRAC’s value in Winter Storm Uri as compared with the hurricane. Notably, Service Orientation was the category clearly discernible in Winter Storm Uri data. Survey participants expressed gratitude for help, empathy, courtesy, understanding, compassion, and support by SETRAC. Even though very nuanced, this difference is important as it points to SETRAC’s ability to adapt situationally – in Winter Storm Uri, more individualized approach was needed to reassure, and support healthcare partners as the event was out of the ordinary realm of cyclical hurricane. Aligned with that interpretation is the theme Availability; while in Hurricane Laura SETRAC was cited as Accessible at a moment’s notice, in Winter Storm Uri the coalition actively engaged with entities needed support as they were Available to take on novel tasks (such as water distribution) as needed. As in Hurricane Laura, Home Health, Assisted Living Facilities, or Hospitals attached importance to most of the resiliency capabilities created by SETRAC while other agencies such as emergency rooms (ERs) benefitted the most from specific capability only (i.e., communications).

Coincidentally, Communications and Resource Management categories were also those categories that emerged as needing ongoing strengthening. Interestingly, during Hurricane Laura responders pointed to the need for text communication as an alternative to phone, conference, or email formats and many stressed technical and scheduling problems with conference calls as well as the need for better dissemination of contact information. It appears as those were resolved by SETRAC by February as most comments about Communication after Winter Storm Uri discussed issues related to lack of information and warnings related for example to city’s issuance of such (e.g., water boil ordinance). For resource management, most of strengthening in both crises related to either pre-positioning of resources or better, more robust access to specialized resources such as transportation or generators. After Hurricane Laura, agencies stressed the need for more evacuation planning under pandemic conditions and after Winter Storm Uri more planning, training, and preparedness for adverse/inclement (non-hurricane) weather events. It is noteworthy that most comments within these analysed about SETRAC’s improvements referred to building on existing capabilities. Perhaps the most notable in our assessment was the need expressed both in Hurricane Laura and Winter Storm Uri (13% or more in each event) for better agency inclusion. New, small, or non-traditional agencies such as law enforcement or dialysis were particularly interested in being more included and represented in SETRAC’s outreach network, training, and relationship links. They also expressed the need for mass communication such as emails or weather updates to include specific content better tailored to their unique needs.

The implications of our study are twofold. First, based on findings related to an HCC operating in the largest medical centre in the world, we confirm that during concurrent disaster events in the United States, healthcare coalitions do fulfil a resilience-building mission. In fact, communication and resource management stewarded by SETRAC align with desired core missions [41] of healthcare coalitions. Moreover, relationship links, organizational structure, domain disaster expertise, or training provided by SETRAC are consistent with the concept of linking for social capital in disasters [30], [42]. The second implication is that SETRAC offers a promising adaptable governance model for the
successful integration of decentralized, varied mission, varied jurisdiction, and varied service-type entities in healthcare system as represented by the sample used in this study. This is particularly important due to historical marginalization and exclusion of healthcare system agencies like long-term care facilities [43] or home care facilities [44] in disaster management in the United States.
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